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his report proposes a new model for presentation design and

media selection. The-Modeluset .ah engineering .approach which is

coptitent with cnrtentprodedUret. in instructional systems design..

The otal sytteM includes behavior :analysis :methods- of engineering

students.' tehaViOrs an.eXplicit_preSentition design, E.nd the im-
,

OeMentatiOh design-lot an operating system.

significant feature Of-this- model is the distinction be-.

tW en inedra and presentitio4. "etent4tion design is discussed' in

detiii and five diMensions Of'presentation are proposed: stimulus '

encoding,'response demand, management Of presentation, duration of

presentation, and distribution' of presentation. The design of an

operational system which includes media selectioh can .proceed ef-,

ficiently after the'presentatioh design is complete. Media limit-
.

atiOns are proposed is the basic selection criteria instead-of media

adVintages.

Finally, present media research trends are discussed briefly,

and where possible, their methOds are compared to the new model.

Continuing research dedicated toward producing an operational sys-

tem is 'discussed. Specific problems for research are in the areas

of presentational design and media selection criteria.

NA,
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According to Webster, a medium is,:"...wmeans:ofaffecting

.or cenVeyintsOMething," i.e.,.-aHMediUt is a-conductor.

'In the experiMental learning. laboratories, researchers at-

-tend= 's_oplJtUrie being conveyed :and-, for the most ,part,

ignore-the "conveyor:''" In'edUtitional reSearch;-however, the

reverse 'seems to-be true ..the -"ten7Veyor" IsUsually-given more
.

attention: -.than the "toiliething- -being'Conveyed-i,

Discussions of :iliedia:14006i instruction have been favorite
-

pattiMea,-in-edueatiorf-eireleS1. and,10.0.-the-.4Ming- of .popUlar'Wrik.-

ing-on%tedia- by :Mat4hail'MCLUhan ana_Aithers, these i:liScussions are

now commpn in the popular

Organizations devoted, to the spread of new media information

and excitement have'appeared..The defense of the trLditional

media of lecture, laboratory, and text is also voiced. However,

when their literature 'is examined from the standpoint of what.is

actually known-about the learning process, unreliable data, faulty.

generalization from learning theory, and appeals to emotional or

artistic basis are apparent.

Proponents of broad and undefined media classes, such as

audiovisual (AV), team-teaching, and computers (CAI, CMI), also seem

to delight in throwing up some smoke to shroud their claims, and

the other camps often respond emotionally. .For example, if it were

'stated that"most computerized instruction is a second-class imita-

tion of tutoring or vice.versa, various groups would immediately

respond in anger.- However, there is re current valid research

that can support either claim.
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Theonly media group wfifiii has made some effort to back up

its claims with Sound-data*has been the programed instruction (PI)

group. Furthermore, the group is even'ratherlumble today, since

its initial deification of the linear PI workbook medium has not

proved to be a sustainable religion,. although the data indicate

'that PI has 'held its own.

The major fault instruction 'design today is the frequent

failure to appreciate the distinction between three. separate de-
-

sign eleMents: . the medium, the presentation; and the method:used

in:vreOatingthe:piesentation. The.authOrslave taken the-posi-

tion report_ that the- medium is no =more than the "can "' in

Which the presentation.is delivered and that every medium or media

mix is superior to every other one for conveying some specific pre -

sentation-form.

This is of particUlar importance in the design of an educa-

tion system, since the quality of such a system can not be Mined

in terms of its content or aspects orinformation delivery but only

in terms of change in student behaviors.

This report assumes that. the behavioral approach to instruc-

tional design has been adequately validated. However, the author,,

have modified this approach by separating ;Ale design of the pre-

sentation from, the design of the operational system (which includes

considerations of the medium) and have included student repertoire

shaping as a parallel development. The developmental procedure

is shown in Figure 1. a
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Step 1
Step 2

Determine
,...1,Determine: gmneral

behaviorI-goals
objectives

Assess
entering
student

. repertoire

citz

-3--

Step 3'
Step 4

%le

Design
presentation

-DeVelop
operational
system

'Implementation

(media. mix)-Design stu-
(materials

I
I Ident shap-

-preparation).....uing proce-
"dimes (be-
'havior modi-
fication)

Figure 1 -- Developmental
procedure

Particular emphasis is given to the- model used in Steps 3.andThe most
significant proposed departure from

conventional methodsin Step 4 is the decision to select media on the basis of their limit-
ations rather than

advantages. It is important to note that mediaselection is considered only after
presentation design is complete.Three

design,possibilkties,for overcoming media limitationsare discussed:

1. the mixing of media
simultaneously or sequentially

to over-come the
limi-,ations of a single medium

(derived.from pre-sentation design)

2 the
modification of the behaviOr of the student to com-pensate for the limitations of the medium (derived fromstudent shaping design)

3. employing whatever is available and being willing to settle.for the resulting attenuation of the learner's output(null case)'



A significant part of the; behavioral approach to instructional
i

design is the engineering of presentation tep 3). Presentation

design is discussed in terms of the followingfive dimensions:

.1. the encoding form for the information

2. response deman characteristics of the presentation

3. management of presentation

4. duration of presentation

S. distribution of presentation

Present media research trends are then surveyed r4ating their

methods where possible to the new design model.

Finally, the areas of system implementation, system mainten-

ance, and continuing media research is briefly discussed

2. The Engineering Approach to Developing

221Iational Instructional Systems

The instructional design model stated below relics on three

informal hypotheses for its strength.

2. Behavior engineering isea practical science.

2. Media are best-characterized in terms of limitation as

opposed to advantages.

. Presentation forin and media-mix are independent.

These hypotheses are amplffied. throughout this report, but

first the inSttucton 'systems approach is. considered.

There are severalapproaches to the development of an opera-

tional instructional system. SoMe designers follow formal methods.

Others, like most teachers, use intuitive methods. But rather than

continuing to ask such questions' as "What media are best for this
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subject area or this kind of student," it is proposed that an

engineering approach rather than a psychometric appiyoach be

taken in the development of instructional systems. That is, .

-rather.than measuring students and selecting those who best fit,.

it is more advantageous to design in which necessary presenta-

tion is available for anyone. :

The developmental system may now be stated with specific

emphasis on the two important areas that are concentrated on

in this paper: presentation design and media selection.

Step 1. Determine the nature of the problem by interview,

Observation, or research. Establish general goals to solve the

Step 2. Determine the specific behaviors to be established

and the entering behavior of the students.

Step 3. Deduce the presentation factors which produce the

desired behavioral effect employing established evidence in learn-:

ing. Then analyze or synthesize the generalized response sets

which may be employed by the student in. his response to the pre-

sentation..

Step 4. Select media which fit the presentation requirements.

Media selection must be done in terms of eliminating media which

limit or otherwise adversely affect the presentation design rather

than specifying advantageous media. Then assemble an operational

instructional systems package (media mix),

Step 5. Determine strategy for introduction of the opera-

tional system into the instructional environment.

If possible, each step should impose as' few constraints as

-possible on the preceding step.' The final system must be extended
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to handle all constraints, but the fewer constraints imposed, such

'as prior medium selection,etc.,.the_better and less expensive will

be the resulting system.

2.1 Presentation Iersus Medium

Mredia researchers to date have not chosen to distinguish a

presentation form from the media which carry it. The new

model requires that such a separatiOit be made.

The-media in instructional systems carry not only the data

of the instructional message bit also data on students' res-

ponses and-variouS_other bits of data necessary to maintain -

the- operating systems. It-is this conglomerate of informa-

tion carried by a 'medium which will be called the presenta-

tion.

Presentation forms will be explicitlystructuied tO

cate all data (stimulus,-response, system control, student
-

control) necessary for an efficient student-system interface.

A student does not learn from the media. He learns from the

presentation form. Media do little more than deliver the in-

formation to be learned, in whatever presentational form pre-

viously decided upon. Some media organizations have main-

tained that media choice may contribute to learning efficacy

because of a'student's media preference characteristics or

because of media dependant cues. However, the importance of

these two ideas is minimal when a separate presentation de-

sign is implemented.

To be discussed later are the limitations which specific media

choices may impose upon the presentation design and the sub-

sequent mechanism for overcoming any such limitations.
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As a.specific example of the existing confusion between pre-

sentation and medium in program preparation, the technique

cilled programed instruction (PI) can be examined.

-'The term programed instruction is used both for the presenta-

tion 'and as a label for the Modified workbook often employed

as a medium. There are, in fact, several. presentation forms

which have been called-PI. The typi6a1 Pi presentation is

structured as folloWs:

1. The stimuli are presented ida verb l or illustrated
. -

form.

2. A demand of a written or selection response is made.

-3- The presentation lasts as long as the student desires.

4. 'The-student must make.some response before proceeding

to the next item.

Such a presentation form-is known to be useful inteaching

as are an infinite variety of other forms.

Although all pertinent stimulus forms, response demands, and

timing have been specified in the PI presentation form, no

mention was made of the medium to be employed.

An obvious medium is the printed frame workbook. However,

the PI designers have used many other media mixes, such as

slide-tapes, laboratory-workbooks, TV-problem booklets, peer-

tutor scripts,'and sound films. Of course, .many of these media

choices have limitations which may require modifications of the

fine detail_of the basic PI presentation form.

Current media research will be discussed in section 7 of this

paper, and in many of the specific examples it can be seen that

presentation variables are' either ignarbd, ,confused with cOntent,
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or controlled by grouping:them under gross media classifica-

tions such as "printed"or "projected". ReSults of such

experiments cannot be generaliied to produce reliable course

designs. As examples of the disuse of presentation variables,

two types of media experiments can be summarized.

One usual approach i media experiments. is to use the same

or similar course content with an expetimental and a control

medium. Ustially the control tediut becomes a human letturer.

-Stith. a situation ignores the different Presentation fadtots

pte$Ont in the, lactOre SSession-and- th&_expetiiiiea'zal media
.

"session -which may influence learning._ A di:tett comparison

of these two situations is analogous to an engineer consider-

ing two pipe materials for.a delivery system without knowing

thit flow rate is dependent on pipe diameter and the friction

coefficient,of the inner,surface. Such.media studies cannot

be analytical nor extendable.

Yet researchers seem blissfully unaware of these implications

as can be seen in a recent experiment by Warner (1968) in

which a mechanical medium, the Language Master, is compared

to the human medium, the' teacher. In Warner's discussion,

she admits that the two presentations are not equivalent by

the.statement:

...the teacher allowed for assessment'of

the learning situation and appropriate mod-

ification of the pacing of the teaching

program to suit individual difference.

However, later in the implication section she says:

For first-graders in the initial phase

of reading instruction, prompting and
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reinforcing may be more .effective when

provided by the teacher than by a mech-

anical deviCe..

,Another media research technique is the large-scale cor-

lrelational study. In this psychometric approach, a consider-

able amount of data on students, IQ, achievement, Tld person-

-ality is assembled in one file- and instructional media in a

second file, and pethaps,generai curriculum -goals in -a third

Tile. This allows,co'irelatiOn to be Made between various stuz=

.dent _attributes and ,petfertande-data in different kinds of

courses after exposure to various-media. -this technique is

potentially AnalytiC, but in practice, consideration of be-

havior objectives and presentation design are ignored. Just

setting up a series of media events for a course and parading

a number ef.studentS by them to obtain-correlation will pro-

vide little to be generalized. Results of these experiments

cannot be used for efficient instruction design.

2.2 Presentation Design

After experience in developing programed materials fot several

years and using them in Behavior Systems Division (BSD) class-

, room activities, the need for a separate presentation design

became overwhelming.'

Immediately after the need was realized, a presentation de-

sign incorporating contingency management principles and PI

(Homme 1965) was implemented.

The resulting operational system employed PI texts, group

discussions, progress check tests, and Various high probabi-

'lity motivation activities, such as chest, as the instruc-
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tional media.. The system was so, successful that almost any

Medium could be thrown in -- books, lectures, exercise sheets

in-place of the PI workbooks, and the system still worked.

After such long devotion to the careful analysis of_the sti-

mulus and the response aspects of presentation, it was amaz-

ing to Tind that other fad-tors., such as instructional manage-

Merit, could compensate for Poor,design. This forced the de-

.,Signers to cease- consideting PI as teing synOnymous with the

workbook medium and to dOnsidet PI.as kpteSentatiOn form.

TOday, pteSentationdi &sign 's are employed at BS]) which allow

.iTVariety af media to be utili=zed in operating instructional

systems.

'Behavioral engineers, working with presentational design and

the techniques for behavior modification, have been able to

develop technology to work around most limitations of a par-

ticular medium. This effort has been so successful that to-

day almost anything can be taught to anyone over the age of 6

using printed text with illustrations as the sole medium.

Of course, there is a danger of the Overgeneralization of

this success, since this does not mean that such an operating

instructional system will be efficient in terms of cost of

preparation, student effort, or other criteria. But, it does

not indicate the engineering power of the behavioral sciences,

which may be equal to that of the physical sciences. The real

breakthrough will come only when these two technologies are

brought together.

2.3 Media Limitations

On the surface, considering the limitations of media may seem
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to be nothing more than the reverse of, stating the advantages
of media. The difference issubtle but-important. Two media
may fit the general requirement's of the presentation, but,

each has different limitations. It may be easier to compen-
sate for the limitations of Medium A than of Medium B. Hence
Medium A should be selected. Quite often, however, Medium B
has an aura of .advantage surrounding it. It is multi-sensory,

! .

it is new, it has been successfully used in other settings,
or it.has gotten great press reviews, etc. The no /ice designer

may,-therefore, incorrectly 'Select Medium B because of its

intrinsic advantages.

Since few researchers have even recognized the distinction

between media and presentation, it is not yet known just what
attributes of media may constitute inherent advantages., How-

.

ever, presentational analysis allows the limitations of media
to be easily-discriminated.

Sikh media attributes might be
structured in behavioral terms, in operational terms, or in
terms of inhererit syntactical cures.

Research dedicated to specifying media attributes must pro-
ceed in parallel with presentation design research to insure
common purpose and terminology.,

The assertion. that media limitations are the key to proper
media selection does not outlaw at least two special cases
where media advantages should be used. Suppose the situation

arises where at least two media have alMost equivalent limita-
tions for a given presentation design. Then, if one medium
has the advantages of greater student experience or preference
over the other medium, this should be a consideration in the
actual media selection.

ks
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A second special case is similar in that it also assumes two

media more or less equivalent from the standpoint of limita-

tions. Here, the accompanying advantages are considered dif-

ferently. A common practice in manufacturing is to compare

a suggested product improvement. in two situations: factory

added or to be acquired by the consumer at a later date. In

the media situation, the presentation,designmay call for a

particular component to be added by the student from other

media or at another time. However, a..consideration of the

advantages of the -media may suggest that -this component may

better be- provided now. TO- use an analogy, if, salt enhances

the flavor of asparagus, it is easier to add salt during

processing of the aSparaguS when it is delivered to the con-

sumer by the medium of the can than when delivered fresh.

It is also interesting tb note that the person who prefers

canned asparagus over fresh may really be responding t6 salt

which is not inherent in the medium of the can nor impossible

to implement via the fresh medium. Many learners and educa-

tors are similarly superstitiously conditioned to prefer one

medium over another because one "packager" may have added a

desirable form of presentation not Used by the other.

When media limitations are such that the presentation design

.

must be compromised, other solutions are possible.

Three classes of solutions can be stated now:

1. the mixing of media simultaneously or sequentially to

overcome the limitations of a singrt medium (system

engineering)
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2. the modifications oCthe behavior of the student to com-

pensate for the limitation of the mediulli (student engi-

'neering)

. 3. employing whatever'is available and being willing to set-.

tle for the resulting attenuation of the learner's output

-(null case)

The first two solutions have been profitable research areas at

BSD. The second solution using behavioral engineering can be

a very powerful solution and will be discussed in section 3.

3. Designing Student Shaping Procedures

Engineering of student behavior is considered to be an im-

portant part of an instructional system by BSD.

Perhaps the basic reason that student engineering assumed

such prominence is connected with the equipment used in early in-

struction experiments. Typically available equipment was unreli-

able, frequently was out of service, had poor resolution, and often

required additional simulation support by humans behind a curtain.

Since these media limitations were so obvious. and because human

simulators are lazy, many ways were found to engineer the stu-

dents's behavior to compensate for the limitations of the devices.

In designing equipment for educational purposes, two ideas

are important. First, equipment doesn't necessarily have to be

sophisticated. That is, equipment does not need to be designed

around the limitations of human behavior as the equipment engi-

neers might see them. Many equipment features, such as embellish-
.

ment of student response modes, are bad because they attempt to

replace simple behavioral tasks'which could be more easily handled
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with a behavioral engineering:approach. Second, many of.the de-

sign engineers apparently assume that the conventional classroom

is an ide.al medium since most educational devices, could be con-

sidered simulations,of a teacher, blackboard, and writing tablet.

This is not necessarily bad since the information receptors that

students postess are standard equipment and don't .change when the

student is moved from the classroom to media devices. HoWever,

such devices usually arcs unnecessarily carry over the same bias

for .or against, certain presentation forms as exist in the class-

room. Two examples of this Carryover are the classroom prefer-

ence for constructed rather than selective responses and sequen-

tial display of content'ratherthan simultaneous media usage.

It is not unusual to find that individuals, even psycholo-

gists, who have specialized in automated learning and learning

aids, overemphasize the mechanical aspect' of their system and

ignore all but the most obvious behavioral considerations'as'a

result. Their actions have not been so much to design an inte-

grated instructional system as to simulate the desirable features

of an individual tutor. This tendancy is hot without precedent.'

In most cases, the first attempt to automate in any industry

usually produces machines which perform simple operations almost

identical to those performed by a human for the simple reason that
-.

the human executes physically possible tasks quite well. However, -

with increased sophistication, automation provides functions which

could never be done by a single human. The instructional system

of the future will be neither a machine to replace a human tutor

as the computer literature might imply, nor a beautiful reproduc-

tion of the natural environment:via films as the audio visual

proponents might lead one to believe.
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1.

BSD personnel have had considerable experience in the modifica-

tion of student behavior. AlmoSt all of the instruction programs

.implemented at BSD have included some engineering of the student.

Some of the student'S more easily modificable behaviors are overt

(Tosti, 1964). However, there are other behaviors, such as attend-

ing responses or processing behavidrs, which are covert (and, there-

fore, inferred) but can be conditioned (Homme, 1964; Wychoff, 1952).

CoVert operants, including observing behaviors, mediating behaviors,

and even joy, can be brought under stimulus control of the specific

stimulus elements within the presentation (Tosti, 1967).

The fact that there are already stimulus elements, which as

a function of the student's history may evoke certain kinds of

observing and processing behaviors, may account for what has been

destribed as differences in learning styles. The construct learn-

ing style has been used to explain the failure of some"members of

the observer population to acquire some behavior. The assumption

that the student's individual learning styles are fixed and cannot

I
be modified within the learning stivation has.'arisen because most

releirant experimental situations are designed to observe the ef-

fects of existing habits, not to teach new learning styles. Those

who have prepared programed learning exercises, however, are aware

that attending'and processing can be shaped within the learning

situation. This is done every time the studen. is taught how to

observe and respond to the frames.

Many programs go further and set as a behavioral objective

the shaping of attending' behaviors concerned with perception, i.e.

observing responses, differential sensory selection, and percep-

tion. It'has been shown that the shaping of observing responses
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is an important component of the instructional process (Evans, 1961).

Students must not only know what to do. but they must know where

and how to look.

When designing a presentation, those stimuli already control-

ing such covert behaviors must be found. Ifthey are not or if

those which now exist are not pleasant, the establishment of 'art-

ificial ones can be engineered. Such stimuli have been labeled

the formal syntax of the presentation.

Syntactical 1 cues are specific stimuli which control the emis-

sion of various processing behaviot and control the observation
.

sequence which then affects the °order in which stimuli are attended

to and responses emitted. Forte example, in PI the configuration

of the frame itself has been used to control:thetendenckof the

:

student to emit the mediation operant. 11AWgiqgkin Ode:fiame

configuration, the student was more likely to mediate than under

another configuation, andthis was found to be independent of the

content of the frame (Tosti, 1967).

Each medium has its own natural syntactical cues, i.e., those ,

conditioned by long exposure to their usual presentation forms.

Many syntactical cues have been conditioned by motion.picturei.

Anyone raised on a diet of grade B movies can recognize the formal

cues which were used to indicate flashback, transition scenes, etc.

The hero had only to gaze at the horizon after carefully studying

.a trivial object for us to know we were about to look into his

past.

Obviously, a new formal syntax could be established, and the

student could be shaped to respond appropriately to it. This new

1 Syntactical cues can be differentiated from contextual cues.
The former are not content dependent.
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syntax could then be used in the presentational design. This has

been done successfully by Lewis, Horabin, and Gane (1967), who first

teacirrtW4u'dent the syntax of the flowchart and then employ this

syntax in the presentation.' The general practice of bringing exist-

ing student response sets under an artificial syntax for the pre-.:

sentation may be one of the most significant contributions which

PI development has made.

4. The Engineering of Presentation

For effective presentational design, it would be convenient

to have a classification system'of presentational factors which

makes psychological sense. The use of medium classifications which

employ display-mechanics categories such as print, projections,

audio-visual, etc.,. are totally worth/Iss. While there may be

little behavior difference `between a photograph printed in a book

and a slide projected on a screen, there may be great diffeiences

between that slide and a motion picture of the same event.

A five-dimension classification scheme of presentational fac-:

tors'has been devised as a first attempt at proper presentational

engineering. These dimensions are:

'1. encoding forms. Data must be encoded in some stimulus

form. Although this dimension is nominal, the categories

can be arranged in a hierarchy. according to an increasing

level of abstraction.

2. response demand characteristics of the presentation. This

is another nominal dimension which includes covert, selec-

tive, constructed, verbal, motor, or affective responses.
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3. presentational management. This dimension is ordinal

and is ordered. according to the relative frequency of

the decision to modify the preseinition. The activity

of managemel,t,in deciding to modify the presentation

is made on the basis of some assessment of the student

or his environment. One may manage objective-oriented

activities by providing learning tasks, remedial exer-

cises or enrichment activities, or one may manage moti-

vation by providing high probability contingency act-

ivities.

4. duration. Presentation varies on this ordinal dimen-

sion from transient to persistent depending upon the dura-

tion of the stimulus. Movies usually are conveyors of

more transient presentation, and texts display relatively

presistent ones. Ina classroom, presentation.by lecture

is more transient than one which is delivered by the black-

board.

S. distribution. This is the ordering, grouping, and se-
.

queticing of behavioral items and the temporal spacing

between such items.

Each of these dimensions Ear: a certain importance for presen-

tation design. It would not be possible to consider all the factors

implied by each of these dimensions in this report, so only a brief

analysis of some of the more important aspects of the five dimen-

sions of presentation follows.

It is important to note these five dimensions of presentation

are considered independent.of media, although prior specification

of media to be used could greatly restrict the freedom of some of

these dimensions and vice versa.



The dimensions may be summarized as follows:

Encoding Response Demand

Environmental Structure

Pictorial

Symbolic

Verbal

Covert

Selective

Constructed

Vocal

motor

Affective

Presentation Management Duration

Frequent Transient

.

AL

Frequency Length of time
of decision the presentation
to change remains intact
presentation

i
Fixed

. Persistent
pace

Distribution Behaviorally
structured

Unstructured

Figure 2 -- The dimensions of presentation

An explanation of each dimension follows.
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4.1 Encoding Dimensions

1* _ :Stimulus encoding is probably the most obvious of the presenta-
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tional dimensions. The reason man has invented encoding forms

are many. These include his being able to convey data about

the real world without the necessity of having objects avail-

able, to condense data and eliminate: noise, to allow more

rapid delivery of data, and to reduce'the cost of data trans-

mission, etc.

Although there are many ways in which data have been encoded,

the more important forms can be categorized as:

. 1. environmental structure. This category requires real

objects either alone or in certain combinations. In an

operational system, the student may be examining a flower

or counting a row of blocks. The flower and the row of

blocks constitute media for the environmental structure

which was selected. The media employed for the environ-

mental structure may allow the student to utilize other

senses or combinations of senses. He can see it, feel

it, smell it, taste.it, etc. There are, however, no data

which indicate that a multiplicity of sensory events is

necessarily superior to one sensation alone. The deci-

sion for requiring a medium which demands the student use

more than one sensorium should depend on the behavioral

objectives.

2. pictorial. Pictorial encoding is the requirement for the

reproduction of the visual aspects of objects that are

either real or imagined. The media used to convey pic-

torial encoding always distort the various visual dimen-
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sions, e.g., resolution, color fidelity, size, etc. Some

media used for pictorial presentation, such as paintings

and illustrations, eliMinate or exaggerate various parts

of an object. There exists no vocabulary of seeing - no

visual communication language.

3. symbolic. Man has created manjr stimuli which stand for

other stimuli which may be more complex, less abstract, or

more difficult to manipulate. (A very important class

of such symbols is the'verbals which are considered'sep-
.

arately below). Symbols, range from graphics'to sche-

matics,-from numerals to equations. Most symbolic en-
.

coding is in the visual dimension, but some, such as that

delivered by fire sirens, is aural. But again, the sen-

sory demand should be related to the external systems con-

straints and their objectives.

4. verbal. Words and verbal syntax 2
are the stimuli of the

verbal encoding form. These may be either aural or visual.

Some of the media most often employed to carry verbal pre-

sentations are humans (lectures) and books (prose).

An important and familiar criterion used in presentational de-

.sign is a measure of the degree of similarity of the stimulus

employed in the learning task to that of the criterion situa-

tion. Since transfer of training is usually to a large ex-

tent dependent on the degree of such similarity, it is best

to use the highest level of simulation possible. In practice,

2 There are syntactical stimuli associated with all the encoding
forms. However, primarily in verbal encoding, and to a lessor
extent in symbolic encoding; has much effort for the systematic
analysis of syntax being undertaken.
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however,, extensive constraints, such as cost, media avail-

ability, etc., often require a lower level simulation be de-
.-

signed.

Meaningfulness is a faCtor which may offset some of the dis-

advantages of lower level simulation. Because of.the general-

ization that can occur via mediated transfer, the more

liar the criterion.situation, i.e., the more the student has-

many associations to the criterion stimulus, the'greater the

potential transfer from .lower leVels of simulation. Thus,

pictorial encoding of familiar objects, such as leVers, may

be as effective as encoding them in environmental structure.

However, less familiar objects, such as chemical solutions,

may require the kind of environmental structure which can

only be conveyed in laboratory experiments. A compensating

factor often used to offset the effect of the lack.. of a high

association strength is the use of "sources of strength"

(Homme, 1964) such as models or the establishment of anal-

ogies between what' is being taught. and some more familiar .

system.

In most presentations, two or more encoding forms may be used

simultaneously. A book may display both illustrations and

prose. Ari education television piogram conveys both the pic-

ture and lecture. Such presentations often require media

mixes such as the teacher-blackboard combination. Less com-

mon is the simultaneous employment of two variations of the

same encoding forms,'i.e., requiring the student to read and

listen to the same verbal presentation.
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4.2 Response Demand Dimension

Responses have been clasiified into the follOwing.catcgories:

1. covert. This includes' those behaviors that are normally

not directly observed. Ekamples are attending. (listening,

reading, observing), mediation, imagining,.thinking trough,

etc.

2. selective. The selection between alternatives as in multi-

ple-choice or the pairing of alternatives as in matching.

3. constructed. Writing, drawing, or typing.

4. vocal. Saying something. Vocal is also a constructed .

response, but it is of sufficient importance to justify

a separate litting.

5. motor. All other nonvocal activities which employ the

striped muscles but are not included under constructed.

6. affective. Emotional respondings primarily defined in

terms of the smooth muscles but often inferred from cer-

tain subcategories of the vocal, selective, and motor

forms. Thus, it is often said that the student is mak-

ing a positive affective response toward an activity if

he says he likes.it, he selects it or rates it over sev-

eral other alternatives, or he engages in it enthusi-

astically.

Some of the more important factors in structuring and using

the response demand dimension are summarized as follows:

4.2.1 Response Integration. Responses already well - learned

require, less effort to be hooked up with stimuli than

those which are less well-integrated. Well-learned

responses also allow for greater response-form equiv-
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alence. Thus, with familiar responsesLit may make

little difference if the student writes::it, types it,

chooses it from among others, or thinks it to him-

self..

4.2.2 Response-Produced Stimuli. The act of responding

always makes modifications in the environment. Chain-

ing, where the response-produced stimuli control the

emission of further responses, is one outcome of this.

,other response-produced stimuli have feedback proper-'

ties, ie., they act to modify the form of the res-

ponse on its emission. External confirmation is one

such class f response-produced stimuli. (See feed-
.

back, page 29)

4.2.3 Discrimination. Feedback discrimination tasks have

recently.been used in place of response practice.

Evans (1961) hypothesized that discrimination prac-

tice could shape the student's ability to guide his

own behaviors into the desired response pattern. He

gave preschool children practice on discriminating

well-formed numbers from those badly formed. It was

found that these children were able to write the num-

bers much sooner than those who had been given either

response guidance or response practice. Similar tech-

niques have been employed to teach machine operation.

By using discrimination training to show proper equip-

ment setup, the students first learn the proper ap-

pearance of the outcome and thusare able to monitor

their own behavior in acquiring the skill.
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This same procedure has been applied to problem solv-

ing in mathematics. Instead of requiring students to

solve many problems, students were given discrimina-

tion practice on both setups and outcomes of problems.

They were able to discover the subtleties of SO prob-

lems in the same fength.of time it would have taken

them to complete five pioblems.(Tosti, 1964). This

technique allows the studentto interact with the

uniqueness of each problem, and avoid the redundancy

of-problem solving. Lt is necessary that at Some

time the student actually solve problems, but since

he has learned all the component behaViors of problem

solving, the actual response practice phase can be

reduced.

The factors Considered above only Scratch the surface

of the many parameters associated with response de-

mands which must be accounted for. But, the specifica-

tion of a response demand dimension at least allows

the grouping of such factors for comparison.

4.3 Management of Presentation Dimension'

In designing all educational system, one of the most important

dimensions one must attend to is the presentational dimensiori

of management.. Management refers to the decisiOn to alter

the presentation as a function of some assessment of the stu-

dent or the environment. Management involves three activities:

1. appraisal of data

2. selection of some assignment as a result of some decision

based on the data
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3. specification of the various actions that may be assigned.

These three activities take place in every instructional sys-

tem within the classroom or with computer-asiisted.instruction

(CAI) in varying degreesof frequency and precision. Fortun-

ately, since there is only a finite number of classes of actions

which may be performed by a student and finite kinds of data

which may be collected for appraisal, the number of selection

decisions one can mike is correspondingly limited.

The class of actions includes:

1. instructional tasks which are related to the objective.

2. remediational tasks which are designed to get the stu-

dent to be able to handle the instructional tasks.

3. enrichment tasks which are related but not required for

meeting the objectives.

4. other tasks not necessarily related to the objectives.

S. other activities which are motivating to the student.

6. termination of the presentation.

Of course, even though the classes of actions are finite,

there are practically an infinite number of alternatives

within each class, dependent on the variety of the 615..iec-,

AoigI!4tives-of the learning system. ,4
The kindsof data which may be collected to make these de-

cisions are also finite.

Some of the reasons for presentational management are con-

sidered below.

4.3.1 Management For Need. This type of management usually

takes two forms:

1. Selection of these activities which will allow
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the student to achieve some long-range aspirations.

For example, a student who wants to be an engineer

should receive mathematics instruction.

2. The bypassing of those activities which'would only

strengthen already acquired behaviors. Some of

the simplest forms of this management can be seen

in the skip ahead options on material the student

may already be familiar with or the more complex
0

prescriptive testing Procedures which indicate

proper placement in the presentation sequence.

This is a summary typical of need management, activi-

ties in an operational instruction system.

Appraisal Selection

Examination
of student
repertoire

Medium -
diagnostic,
pre-tests

Comparison of stu-
dent achievement
scores with pre-
scriptive flow-
chart

Medium - teacher
or teacher aid

Action

Student shifts to
those instruction
tasks appropriate
for him

Medium - workbooks
and exercise sheets

4.3.2 Management for Attainment. What happens. when the stu-

dent is responding to the presentation but not in a

manner which allows him to reach the objective? This

situation requires some management to aid him in at-

taining the objectives. There are four strategic sub-

classes of 'responses to such situations.

1. Redundancy. If the student fails to reach the ob-

jective, repeat the same or similar presentation

until he does, e.g., individtial programed instruc-

tion. Continuous practice is one variation of

this strategy,

.1
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2. Multiform. If the student fails to reach the

objective with one presentation form, select a

parallel"but afferent form, e.g., Project PLAN

(Flanagan, 1967).

3. Multilevel. If the student fails to reach the

ajectives with the presentation form, select

a lower level (more expanded) form, e.g., PROMOD

(C'de Baca, 1968).

.4. Error-Diagnostic. error is made at any paint

:within presentation, action iesigned to correct .

that specific error is selected, e.g., intrinsic

program presentation or CAI presentation. It is

necessary when using this error-diagnostic stra-

tegy to classify errors as:

a. input error - poor presentational design

b. processing error - the student's lack of the

assumed appropriate repertoire on which the

learning material was built, or the student's

use of an inappropriate approach to the solu-

tion.

c. output error - carelessness - poor attention -

chance error (failed to attend to a signifi-

cant stimulus).

This is a summary typical of attainment management

activities.
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Examination
of_s,tudent
error

Medium -
curriculum,
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Selection
becision

Comparison of pre7 Student goes through
sent level of alternate form of in-
achievement to strUctional task
final behavior
objective

Medium - teacher Medium - text or work-
or teacher aid book

3mbedded'
tests

Action

As with all other forms of management, there are many

.options on what medium to-use to monitor and make the

selection decision on the basis of data appraised.

One medium often overlooked is the student. For ex-

ample, output errors (carelessness) which may possibly

account for the largest percent of error, can often be

remedied by allowing the student to re-examine the

original presentation. Hence using the medium of CAI

to decide in such error situations is an excessive

expense.

The role of feedback in learning tasks is still a point

of controversy among learning psychologists. However,

there is general agreement that the law of contiguity

is a primary force operating on learning in a given

presentation, i.e., the student must make the response

while attending to the relative elements of the stimulus'

for there to be a tendency for him to repeat that res-

ponse when presented with that stimulus in the future.

If the continguous association is made, it is argued

that the effect of positive confirmation will neither

further increase nor decrease this tendency. However,



the occurrence of !negative confirmation (disconfirma-

tion) evokes certain operan'is leading to the re- examina-

tion of the presentation (if itis'still available),

which may tend to suppress the just emitted wrong res-

ponse. In other words, the.disconfirmation becomes

the control stimulus for the subject to engage in

some form of error management. The possibility of

teaching students how to Monitor their bwn behavior

and how to correct their errors of carelesgness is a

conceivably more economical and universal solution

than providing other decision media such ls.machines

or teacher Aids. In addition, one can-conclude that

it is not necessary to confirm every response.

4.3.3 Management for Enrichment. This refers to the selec-

tion of presentations which are designed to.produce

behaviors which, although related to the specific be-

havioral objectives, are not required for the attain-

ment.. Some reasons for enrichment management which

have been given are that it prOvides for time fillers,

it aids to motivate the 'student, and provides for

greater generalization of the behaviors. This type

of'management will undoubtedly become more important

as systems become more refined.

4.3.4 'Management for Motivation. To keep the student in the

learning environment or to keep him responding at a

satisfactory rate, his learning activity should lead

to some positive consequence. Laboratory studies of

reinforcement typically use the positive consequence
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of eating or drinking to motivate animal behavior.

Equivalent kinds of reinforcement can be used with

children. However, it is awkward to use this kind.

of payoff for learning activities in the classroom.

Students cannot be starved, nor can candy be placed

in their mouths for correct responses. This creates

the impossible position that standard laboratory re-

warding consequences are necessary but impractical.

There are, however, many other kinds of preferred

activities which can be employed in the classroom.

The formal administrative technique employed to pro-

vide positive consequences for learning activities

has been termed "contingency management" (Homme &

Tosti, 1965). Appropriate procedures have been de-

veloped by Westinghouse Learning Corporation and have

been employed in many diverse settings.

In a recent experiment, fourth-grade children were

allowed to either read or listen to the same story

content (Berger, 1965). Most 'students in this age

group preferred to read rather than listen, indica-

ting that the visual presentation produced a high

probability response. When a contingency was esta-

blishectwith such students requiring them to listen

for a while before having an opportunity to read,

the probability of listening was greatly increased.

Although this experiment.is confounded with pre-

sentational variables associated-with reading and

listening, these data tend to indicate that the pre-
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sentation should be availabl in a variety of media,
; -

and the student should be allowed to select his own

medium for maximum motivation.

Motivational management uses the same approach as

other management forms. That is, a decision for the

student to engage in some activities is made on ?he .

basis of some data. In motivation manageMent, those

data are usually the student scores on'some progress

check test, and the selection poisibilities include

those activiiiesthe student may prefer,. e.g.,, playing

games, talking with hisfriends, working on algebia,

vi'wing an entertaining movie, reading a novel, or

engaging in a guided-group discussion with his peers

and the teacher.

This. is a summary.typical of motivation management

activities:

Appraisal Selection Activities
ecision

Examination
of satis-
factory
task com-
pletion

The student may
take a break

Student engages in
high probability
activity

Medium - Medium - con- Medium - conversation,
progress tingency con- games, etc.
check test tract or class

on management

Motivation management is the most neglected form of

presentation management.

.4.4 Duration Dimension .

Duration is an ordinal dimension that varies according to

the length of time a gi,en presentation remains unchanged.
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Presentations vary from transient to presistent . Persistent

implies that the presentation can last unchanged for an in-

definite period. Certain media convey transient presen-

tations better than others. For example, the presentation

conveyed by motion pictures is usually transient although per-
,

sisteni presentations (such as a 6-hour movie of the Empire .

State Building) can also be conveyed with movies. The pri-

mary disadvantage of transient presentaions is the require-

ment for the student to store information since it is no

longer available in the environment. This creates difiicul--

ties in situations in which the presentation demands a res-

ponse be made to several stimuli simultaneously. It also

limits those media which employ transient presentation in

their ability to generate new learning, particularly if the

tasks involve both discriminations and new information to

be processed or where the student must combine the new 'in-

formation with associations from his existing repertoire.

There are further implications in this limitation such as

when dynamic sequence is being portrayed in which the in-

dividual behavioral links of the chain are unfamiliar or

at low strength. The storage level required of the stu-

dent is too great unless the individual links have been

previously established in a more persistent presentation.

Second, although transient media have potential, they do

not usually use a presentational design which provides for

simultaneous discriminations of stimulus conditions in be-

havioral sequences. This is probably because of the un-
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willingness of the presentation designers who work with the

media to interrupt the realtime sequence.3 It is, therefore,

predicted that discrimination learning ih a more persistent

medium prior to exposure to the dynamic medium would shape

up observing behaviors necessary to more greatly insure the

use of the association between the covert response emitted

. in the presence of the transient medium and the correct stim-

ulus elements of those presentations.

Although a more transient presentation may be a higher level

simulation, it may be preferable to specify a presentation

which uses a more persistent presentation. Often when a

situation is duplicated, the sequence is too rapid or too

complex to allow the student to discriminate the subtasks

and their controlling stimuli. By going to a mole persis-

tent presentation, the action can be stopped, and the opera-

tion can be simplified to isolate those particular stimu-

li to which the student should attend. This storage-demand

disadvantage is offset somewhat where the information is

already at some strength, i.e., where the presentation is

already familiar. As is discussed in the encoding dimen-

sion section, the meaningfulness of the presentation can

be enhanced via mediated transfer.by relating the new in-

formation to familiar analogies. The storage limitation

in6iCates why there are no films teaching calculus. How-

ever, it may be practical to use a film presentation to

teach an understanding of calculus by relating principles

3 This implies that educational film makers should neither followthe techniques.of the lecturers nor the techniques of the enter-tainment producers but develop a new form based on a knowledgetin
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of calculus to analogous.situations which are highly familiar.

The two main considerations in selecting more transient pre-

sentation are:

1. the possible greater simulation of the criterion situa-

tion.

2. the increased speed with which information may be pre-

sented.

A disadvantage of persistent media is its inability to in-

dicate real time contiguous associations between individual

member links of a behavioral sequence chain. In some cases,

this has been overcome by employing syntactical cues to in-

dicate time or motion. Illustrations, such as showing arrows

or providing a fixed sequential pattern as in comic books,

have the potential of providing a contiguous association bet-

ween behavioral links. _Even in these cases, however, there

are no real time constraints imposed on the system, and in

many cases, the response speed-is the desired conditioned'

component.

Another way to overcome this disadvantage is to combine per-

sistent and transient presentations.' The lecture and black-

board are the most common example. In teaching a behavioral

chain such as welding, it is best to strengthen the individ-

ual beLavioral links with a persistent presentation as in a

PI workbook followed by a transient one displayed by a slide-

tape device. (A motion picture which could give a truthful

reproduction of the real-time events would have allowed a

superior presentational design to that conveyed by the slide-
.

tape medium.)

'
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A second disadvantage of most persistent media is their lack

of any time dehland. This, however, can be compensated for
.

by presentational management techniques such as contingency

management.

However, if other constraints are placed on the system which

prevent' manipulation of other dimensions, such as the in-

ability to collect sufficient data to do attainment or con-

tingency management, then such controversy as whether it

should be film or book becomes critical.

Relating to the familiar or building on existing behaviors

is a consideration in any presentation. However, it is es-

pecially critical in more transient presentations. If one

can invent a general rule, then it should be: The less the

familiarity of the concept, the more persistent should be

the presentation. With very difficult material, one should

use a presentation that lasts as long as the student requires,

i.e., a student -paced presentation.

The decision on the duration of the presentation is probably

the least critical (but most often debated) one to be made

in presentation design, since there are so many ways to com-

pensate for it by manipulation of the other dimensions.

4.5 Distribution Dimension

The fifth dimension of presentation is distribution. Distrib-

ution refers to the ordering, grouping, and sequencing of be-

havioral items and the temporal spacing between such items.

Distribution includes such items as the distribution of prac-

tice, the frequency of reliew, and the hierarchy of present-

ing content.' Distribution differs from the other four dimen-
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sions in that it tends to affect the interface with behavioral

analysis more than the interface with operational systems.

Considerations of distribution may have almost no bearing on

media selection with the exception that considerations of

distribution are often made to coincide with greater utiliza-

tion of a given-medium over a time period. Thus, items are

grouped together which best fit a medium to be taught at one

time for no other reason than to decrease the frequency of

media changes.

The two primary behavioral considerations in the determina-

tion of sequence are the necessity for establishing behavior

on which new behaviors can be built and the establishment or

disruption of generalized response sets.

There are two additional minor rationales for considering

distribution. These are distribution for practice and dis-

tribution for relief of boredom or motivational purposes.

On the surface, it seems that many of the aspects of distri-

bution overlap with those of management. This is true. The -

difference is that all considerations of preseiltational change

in distribution are made before instruction and are not based

on any ongoing evaluation of either the student or the en-

vironment. It could be said with great. justification that

management is a'special case of distribution.

4.5,1 Review and Relearning. The most familiar concept in

distribution for review and relearning concerns those

experiments done with mass versus distributive prac-

tice where it has usually been fOund that distribution

of practice with time intervals of-inaction or action



on unrelated tasks: between practice intervals are

superior to the equivalent number of trials with no

such time lapses.

A second consideration somewhat related to the above

is the frevency of distribution of paired-associate

review within trials. It has been found (Tosti, 1961)

that when distribution of review items are on an ap-

proximate geometric increasing base, there is an ex-

tremely efficient review schedule. For example, be-

havior A might be presented on frames 1, 2, 4, 8, 16,

32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1,024, etc. Difficulty in

material design using such schedules has prompted a

decision to review not only at the end of well-defined

blocks but also within these blocks.

Review cycles may repeat themselves within blocks,

and then on occasion the blocks may also appear in

review cycles. Thus, within a block of 50 frames,

behavior A would appear on frames 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,

end at the end of the block. len there would be a

general review, including Behavior A. In the next

trial block, Behavior A would not appear. Behavior

A might reappear in the above geometric progression in

'subsequent blocks, i.e., in blocks 3, 8, 12, 17, etc.

Such a schedule was used successfully to generate a

multiplication and a division course (Tosti. 1961).

The rule, "All else being equal, teach the harder

first," is also a special case of review and relearn-

ing, since in normal instructional sequences, teach-
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ing hrirder items first gives.more opportunity for re-

view within the given fixed-length total course. It

is clear why such a rule exists. For example, in the

construction of.a decimal program, the concepts of

decimal, multiplication, and division are relatively

independent. But since among these concepts, divi-

sion of decimal numbers is considerably more complex

in the number of discriminations to be made, division

of decimal numbers should be taught before multiplica-,

tion of deciMal numbers contrary to current practice.

This would give more opportunity for review of the

concepts throughout the length of the course.

Of course, this is contrary to another rule "Teach

easy items first," since it provides the immediate

success which will motivate the student to continue.

One could also make a good case for a relativelr

homogeneous distribution of difficulty throughout an

instructional sequence. The relative merits of each

of the'above considerations should be made for each

course.

4.5.2 Behavioral Hierarchies. It is known that behavior

which can be built onto already existing behaviors

is generally facilitated in its acquisition, reten-

tion, and generalization. This is on'e'of the pri-

mary differences between the application of modern

behavioral theory and the application of behavior

theory in the twenties. Thus, if we are going to
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install a new S-R pair, it would be most advantageous

for us to have certain other S-R pairs previously es-

tablished. Of course, such antecedent behaviors may
, -:

have been established before the instructional setting,

or the distributiln decision to create and establish

such behaviors within this instructional setting might

be made before the establishment of the new behavior.

There are several classes of such behaviors which must

be considered. These include stimulus discrimination,

response differentiation, existence of mediators such

as understanding, analogy, or mnemonic, And those res-

ponse sets concerned with observing and covert respond-

ing. sequence.

5. Designing the Operational Instructional System

Once the presentation has been designed,'it is necessary to

design the operational instructional system which will carry it.

This involves selection and sequencing of the media. It is es-

sential to use a medium that can carry the specified presentation

with as little distortion as possible. Of course, every medium

will limit the presentation in some effect or fine detail, and

when the presentation is stuffed into the "can" of a particular

medium, it'is often necessary to sacrifice some of the effective-

ness.

Using the dimensions of presentation, media can be classi-
...Tied with some psychological sense. Figures 3 and 4 show the

. classification of some instructional media in two-dimensional
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matrices. It may be noted that many media appear in several places

since several encoding forms can be carried by those media. For
...

example, flash cards can have words on them or equations, texts

may display pictorial and verbal presentation, and sound motion

pictures usually convey both pictorial and verbal presentation

simultaneously.

Also, with enough prior instruction and followup, one'can

demand almost any response to any medium. Figure 4 indicates

those responses most frequently demanded in practice.

Often there is no one best medium or media mix for a given

objective. Several alternative'operational systems may convey

equivalent presentational designs within the constraints speci-

fied. The final selection between these operational systems

should be based on behavioral consideration and on:

1. cost. This includes' developmental costs, purchase costs

of media devices, initial setup cost, and cost of main-.

taining the system.

r-
2. availability of various media, e.g., tutors, AV devices,

4

etc.

3. market or user preference.

.

Perhaps the model can be extended to include these dimensions

but only after more is known about the existing five, dimensions.

Conceivably, sets of curves or even linear programing techniques

.could be developed to optimize the instructional design for var-

ious operational constraints.

Let us consider an exercise in media selection. Suppose we

have determined from our behavioral analysis'that the best pre-
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sentation design to meet our objectives can be summarized as fol-

lows:

1. The stimuli are to be.presented in. 'a verbal and illustra-
ted form.

2. A demand of a written or selection response is to be made.

3. The presentation must last as long as the student desires
it:

4. The student must make some response before proceeding to
the next item.

Figure S shows the limitation of the medium of motion pic-
.

tures 'against our requirements. The presentation is by nec-

essity distorted.
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A better fit in some areas can occur if a human tutor is uded,

but still there is much distortion.
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If a mixed media system is used the presentation remains

intact.
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There are other consideritions. Such factors as the cost of

making the movie, the instructional reliability of the tuttir, or

whether we can adjust the presentational design to fit any.(4 the

media have to be considered. But this model allows us to examine

on a systematic basis most of the impOrtant tradeoffs which are

possible.

6. Maintain.oig the. Instructional System

Perhaps the most difficult task in instructional systems is

the maintanance of that system after implementation. This dif-

ficulty arises because systematic instructional design, by its

nature, breaks down information into disgestible hunks in which it

is easy to lose the overall structure and purpose of the instruc-

tion. This almost always happens to the student and frequently to

the instructor or manager.

In a conventional classroom, this is not as often true. The

stability of such a classroom occurs, because the instructor acts

as the main instructional medium and is aware of the total course

objectives and content. However, in multimedia systems, where the

instructor plays less of a role as an instructional medium and more

as an. instructional manager; overall-course structure may become

lost, resulting in disintegration of the .instructional system.

In such cases, there are three alternatives.

First, and most usually preferred.by people with background

experience in education; is to teach the instructor the structure

of the system so that each item has relevanCe to him. But the

result of this is for the teacher then to subvert the system and

substitute himself as an instructional medium in place of other

instructional media.
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The second alternative is, to teach someone only the structure.

. INo content knowledge or interpretative ability is required. This

is the approach which is used in the Westinghouse Learning Corpor-

ation Education Advancement Center. The emphasis is on building

classroom managers instead .of educating people to be teachers.

They only know how to operate the system, and they do this by fol-

lowing a set of guidelines and ruleS which 'have been established

and laid down. Of course, in this situation the instructional

personnel have no knowledge of the content and cannot take over

if the other media fail;

A third alternative is to use a media mixture. An instruc-

tional manager trained.to maintain the system and a tutor who is

familiar with the subject matter are combined with one instruc-

tional group. The tutor only acts as an instructional medium and

performs no systems management functions.

There are many variations .on these themes. For example, one

could u. a computer as the manager.of the system paired with an

off-line tutor. Another alternative is to teach the student to

manage all or part of the system. This technique is traditionally

frowned on by many teachers, although theke is no behavioral reason

why students cannot manage their own activities quite well, provided

their contingencies are arranged properly. Still another alterna-

tive is to use peer-managed events.

BSD personnel have had considerable practical experience in'

these and other instructional maintenance tasks. Further work in

this area must parallel work on a media model and presentation de-

sign techniques.
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7. Current Media Research

In this overview of media research, current efforts will be-

categorized by the impact of media upon societies, the psychology

of media, learning models, creativity and media, and applied media

experiments,

None of the topics in this section will be covered completely

or even consistently, but enough ideas will be presented to denote

current research trends. Also, where. opportunity. exists, current

research ideas or tasks will be compared to the new model proposed

in this report.

General discussions of media and mass communication range from

the historical place of,media, especially print, in shaping cultures

to modern experiments concerning the flow of information. Cultural

media discussions tend to be philosophic in their explanation of

past media effects and predictions for the future.

Carpenter (1960) gives a tribal character to a media-infected

world:

After the advent of printing, colonial America

had a huge advantage over Europe: It was able

to develop and apply swiftly, all of the con-

sequences of printing, books, .newspapers, as-

semply lines, because there was no backlog of

obsolete technology to be liquidated first.

Europeans had this backlog and had to struggle

through a long painful period in order to clear

enough room to exploit the new trend in tech-

nology. Today, America has the largest back-
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log of obsolete techn'ology in the world, based

on print and methods derived from print. As

such, backward countries have a definite ad-

vantage over us; they stand in relation tol
.

electronic technology as we once stood in i

relation to print technology. Post-literate

man's electronic'media will contract the

world to a village or tribe where everything

happens to everyone at the same time,, and \

there is complete knowledge and participa-

tion. Television gives this quality of simul-

taneity to them in a village or tribe, creates

a definite tribal outlook and puts a premium

on togetherness. Nobody can longer strive for

individual excellence for it would be socially.

suicidal, therefore, tabu.

On the same tribal theme, Hall (1959) says that people reared

in different cultures learn to learn differently. "Education and

educational systems are about as ladeb with emotion and as character-

istic of a given culture as its language." This is an example of con-

fusing the presentation with'the medium.

McLuhan (1964) and others worry also about the information to

be conveyed.
.

The fundamental flaw in this communications

miracle (Telstar) is the same one that has

bugged every communications 'miracle since

they started carving hierogiphyics on stone

tablets. What do you say on it?



Occasionally, the writers mention mass communication in an

educational context and in doing so always bring up a problem which

bothers cognitive psychologists today. How a6 children acquire ob-

serving responses, particularly visual orientation? How do they

learn to process patterns? The behavior engineering approach says

that such questions are irrelevant. The real question is how can

the desired visual orientation or what controls the already estab-

lished observing response by engineering. New technology, most

notably television, has changed the framework of society, not just

the picture within the frame, and it is this fallacy of thinking

only about the picture that has hidden the true relation of televi-

sion to education. We tend to think of television as an incidental

aid while it has already transformed the learning process of the

young, independent of home and school. (McLuhan'1964). It has

accomplished this effect not so much by introducing a new presenta-

tion form (which is quite similar to movies) but by becoming the

predominant remote presentational medium. This idea is reinforced

by Schramm, as will be seen later in this section.

Even though apparently television doe.s effect some observing

behaviors, it has failed to improve the visual orientation and

imagery of its viewers and students. Dr. John R. Hayes at Carnegie

Mellon University is studying existing patterns in the lack of pat-

tern acquisition of various student populations. Our deficiencies

in teaching visual perception is one factor that ties us so firmly

to print as an instructional media. It is unusual today that any

periodical reaches a consistent mass audience without including
,

pictures in its format. Would it not seem logical that people

should receive as much training in graphic perception as they do

in reading?
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McLuhan (1964) is also concerned with an aspect of media that

is similar to presentation versus media aspect of the proposed

model: McLuhan (1964) asserts that media and content must be con-

sidered separately and that content is the more powerful entity.

(It is obvious he does not consider presentation independent of

either content or medium.) He claims content, which may itself be

a medium, can actually blind us to the character of the medium used

for its transmission. It is also apparent that content and media

can blind us to the presentation form:

He further tries to characterize media in terms of hotness

and coolness. Media which are high definition and which do not

allow much empathy or participation are hot. Cool media demand

participation, filling in. He says that it is interesting to

note the change in children!s reading posture since the advent

of television. "Children now; regardless of eye condition, aver-

age about 6-1/2 inches from the printed page. Our children are

striving to carry over to the cool printed page the all-involVing

sensory mandate of the hot TV image".

With all the recent emphasis on new media we tend to over-

look that in a typical 16-hour day about 3 hours or less than 20

percent of the day is spent with these media. Far more time is

spent receiving presentation from the environmental and human

media.

One more philosophic idea should be mentioned before pro-.

ceeding to another direction of media research. There appears to

be a balance between the senses within any fixed technological

era. However, if a new technology is introduced which gives stress

to any of our senses, the overall ratio among our senses is altered.
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In todiy's mechanical media-oriented world, the quantity of in-

formation transmitted by press, radio, and television exceeds that

relayed by lectures and text. .These media hive destroyed the old

balance based on text and have possibly led to a basic confusion

of education and entertainment. But then Carpenter (1960) says,

"It is misleading to suppose there is any basic difference between

education and entertainment. This distinction merely relieves

people of the responsibility of looking into the matter".

Turning to another research topic;, that of the psychology of

media, there are many interesting experimental trends.

. A significant amount of work on the syntax of media is pre-

sented by Mialarat (1966). Several experiments have dealt with

interpretation and effectiveness of different sequential and paired

media presentations.

For example, in several film sequences each with different

emotional overtones, the same closeup of a face is inserted. De-

pending on context, this face is seen as expressing sadness, joy,

anger, etc. Pairing of media can alter emphasis in a film of an

auto accident. If the sound track of the crash is kept the same

but at the moment of impact and pictures of one of the driver's

feet on the brake, the driver's face, a pedestrian victim, or a

demolition derby sign is shown, the effect is different.

Mialarat says there is usually a correlation between the

richness of meaning intended by the producer of an audiovisual

message and the richness of perception and mental activity which

results from it. This may be true from an artistic standpoint

but could hardly provide a sound basis for instructional material

preparation.
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Films developed for children by Mialarat make it possible for

a child to develop his perceptual activities step-by-step. The in-

tellectual activity, which is inseparable from perceptual activity,

must take place at a rhythm which is proper to the child, not the

to medium nor to the adult preparers. Experiments have been con-

ducted to determine when a child is.capable of synthesizing the

numerous images of film: components, an object, a scene, an episode.

What are the rhythmic constraints of a child which should affect

the speed of presentation? Mialarat found that when shown identi-

cal pictures in photograph and in projection, more detail was ob-

served from the photograph and more detail was picked up by girls

than boys. The adult accomodates easily to the inherent difficul-

ties of perception from a screen, but this is not true of a child.

A child's vision is not the same as his teachers. A child can be

verycconfusedwhen asked later to tell a film story in his own words.

Even when told in advance that the film is going to tell a story,

the impression of reality given by the moving picture soon elimin-

ates the impression of fiction.

Another series of experiments discussed in Mialarat concern

various types of commentary on sound film. The three components

of commentary considered were length or density of commentary, pre-

sentation manner, first person, second person, passive, imperative,

and the visual - aural relationship -- before, during, after. The

results of this experiment on one particular training film showed

that there is an optimum commentary density which should be im-

perative in style and should commence before visuals are presented

or become necessary. These researchers are concerned with the

above and other problems of form or cinematographic language or
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syntax of film from a psychometric not an engineering,- approach.

A film message must be interpreted before it can give rise to per-

ception. Many unknown factors remain in both areas.

Experiments which try to design optimum syntax for various

media forms should be very profitable. If ,results, such as the

commentary density of selected' training films, can be generalized

over all training situations, then this fact constitutes another

valid entry into the media attributes list. Another direction of

hoped:for generalization would be to Other media-mixes. For ex-

ample,ample, does the commentary density optimum for films also apply

to a slide-tape media mix? Where syntax is found to be constant

over any presentation dimension or dimensional attribute, than

that syntax rule may be considered in presentation design instead

of only contributing to media selection.

An almost philosophical Commentary concerning a child's per-

ceptual expansion is made in Boulding (1956):

As the child grows, his image of the world

expands.' He sees himself in a town, a country,

on a planet. He finds himself in an increas-

ingly complex world of personal relationships.

Everytime a message reaches him, his image is

likely to be changed to some degree by it, and

if his image is changed, his behavior pattern

will be chhnged likewise. We must distinguish

carefully between the image and the messages

that reach it.
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The meaning of any message is the change which it produces in

the image. When a message hits an image, one of three things can

happen: The image may remain unaffe:ted, the'message may change the

image in some rather regular well-defined way that might be des-

cribed as simple addition, i.e., clearing up something that was

,
vague, and the message might produce a revolutionary change in

the image.

Presentation design should involve considerations of the

image possessed by the student before'a media exposure and the

desired change to be produced in the image. This is analogous

to the attainment of behavioral'objectives except involving lower

level learning behavior.

A recent research paper by Savage (1968), which was prompted

by personal conversations during the formulation of the concepts

discussed in this paper, is concerned with media limitations.

Savage characterizes media limitations in terms of motivation,

discrimination, performance, and affectivity, which determine changes

in behavior. He uses Dale's (1957). "core of experience" as a guide

to media forms and Muenzinger's (1942) concept of behavior as a

model for the psychological aspects. Media limitations are dis-

cussed in behavioral terms instead of their popular objective char-

acteristics.

For example, concerning media, which is limited in the dis-

crimination element, he says:

Perception breaks up the psychological situa-

tion into elements. Well=p-repared film, tele-

vision presentations, and programed learning
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devices tend to be able to do this breaking

up of the elements of a particular subject,

but because perception depends upori analysis

and this analysis is made by the producer,

the change, in behavior of the students fre-

quently never take place.

Savage also comments on the construction of instructional models

and suggests dimensions which are often overlooked.

The model disregards certain. inputs such as

the present curriculum based system, the in-

structor and his role, and the educational.

System as a whole (college school, depart-

ment, and course). Another aspect which

appears to have been overlooked in the

strategy which will decide on group size,

teacher-student ratio contact, communica-

tion methods and evaluation.

Another area of media inquiry is in the development of models

of learning and models of media selection: Gagne'(1956) has identi-

fied eight types of learning, and Briggs (1967) has proposed a media

model using them.

The eight learning types are:

1. signal learning.

2. stimulus-response learning.

3. chaining.

4. verbal association.

5. multiple discrimination.
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6. concepts.

7. principles.

8. problem solving.

Torrance (Taylor, 1966) does not feel that so many learning

types are necessary, for he has said: "The ability to make decisions

comprises man's only essential behavior. 1 don't. want to atomize

this behavior." However,. Briggs, et. al.,.have used these eight

learning types as a component of their six-step media sel ction

model.

1. State the behavioral objectivesrofthe course or unit

of instruction in the sequence in whiCh they should be

taught.
' .4.

2. For each objective, identify the type of learning involved.

3. Using the required conditions of learning as a Aguide, de-

sign a "media program" .for each objective_which lists the

instructional events, identifies the characteristics of

required stimuli, and states the media options which would

be acceptable.

4. Prepare a summary of the media options for a group of ob-

. jectives making up a sequence of instruction, and scan

these to identify frequently occurring media options.

S. Assign the media in which theinstrUction should be pac-

kaged to achieve the best tradeoff with respect to ef-

fective stimulus display, convenience in changing from

medium to medium, and economy in terms of size of unit

in which each sequence is to be prepared in the given

media.
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6. Write specifications:for the preparation of the instruction

by the various media producers.

Briggs (1967) details the application of this model with

several examples.

The model completely bypassespresentation designby going

directly from learning type to media options. A beautiful course

could probably be constructed by Briggs and other similarly quali-

fied people using this model, but this is not sufficient. Out of

consideration for the antonomy of.educators, course engineering

must be teachable and not depend solely on individual insight and.

genius. The engineering model below offers more potential to'be

routinely taught than does Brigg's model, although many details re-

main to be completed in both models.

. Another less formalized model is proposed by Taylor (1966),

as an outgrowth of an 0E project to develop a series of perspectives

for viewing any educational program and evaluating its features.

Taylor says that new instructional media could be invaluable in

overcoming educational weaknesses uncovered through these perspec-

tives. In his fifth perspective', which involves the media model,

the emphasis is on overcoming a supposed trouble with previous

curriculum work. Taylor suggests that in curriculum work the

focus is often on the means of presentation and the matter to be

presented. The problem with this approach is that it fails to

focus directly upon the student and upon what is occurring within

11f.m while subject matter is being aired.

Taylor's model is three dimensional with one dimension centered

on teaching methods, media, etc. The other two dimensions are stu-

dent centered.
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Specific dimensional attributes are as follows:

Dimension 1. Proceses in student-type of giftedness

Memorizing.

Academic

Critical thinking

Productive thinking

Creative thinking

Planning

Decision making (evaluative)

Communications (various types)

Human relations

Leadership

Other types of giftedness

Dimension 2. CoLcent.acquired by students

Biology classwork

Biology lab

Biology research

Physics classwork

Hist,,ry

Art

Music

Dimension.3. Teaching methods and aids, teacher, fellow

students, and other environmental factors

affecting thinking and learning processes.

Another version of Taylor's model reorganizes the first dimen-

sion into different kinds of student processes as follows:
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1. Processes in student

Intellectual - Cognitive

- Memory

- Divergent

- Convergent

- Evaluative

- Learring Strategies

- Other

Nonintellectual - Intuitive

- Sensitiveness

- Emotion and feelings

- Involvement

Physical

--Other

Taylor (1966), Guilford (1964), and Office of Education Co-

operative Research Project No. 621 discuss these ideas in detail.

Taylor is probably right in not wanting to ignore what happens at

the student level, but these student processes are only one part
of the broader concepts of engineering student behavior and pre-

sentation,design.

It seems that the procedure specified here involving student

engineering and presentation engineering is a comfortable and work-
able middle approach'between the two extremes of microcourse con-
.struction and a macrosystem. Microcourse construction refers to
the process of examining small bits of course content or taking a
particular student learning type and trying to fit some media ex-

perience to it. Macrosystems include the prCsent school where the

course design edict is "teacher 're is a text and a syllabus.

That is all you need to teach this course." Student learning pro-
:.
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cesses are important, but they are more properly handled as per-

turbations of a solid presentation design than as separate and un-

changeable design parameters.

Going on to another media research topic, the main theme of

Taylor.(1966) is Instructional Media and Creativity. One of the

contributors.to this book, Dr. Beck, is concerned with film ma-

terials which attempt to pose problems of the unknown or to ex-

plore the forefront of knowledge. He cites examples of film

footage he has collected and elicits comments on the difficulty

of such selection. An immense amount of film footage can be

scanned, but the possibilities for the usage of every foot rests

on the ability of the person doing the scanning. He must know

his subject matter, and he must also be interested in creativity

and the teaching of it. The prospect of using some of the vast

amount of film footage in the.industry repositories is attractive

economically until the cost of searching and compiling useful

film requests is included. Using a detailed pres .cation design

as a basis, specific film requests could probably be used.

Dr. Beck looks at creative film from 'two points of view:

content and process. "Content" means the information conveyed,

and "process" refers to the involvement and motivation of the

learner, the learning climate which is'induced, and the cognitive

processes that one calls into play.

The first film clip discussed is titled "On Darwin's Trail,"

produced in Germany. This film shows the ecology of the Galapagos

Islands and the tool-using behavior of the woodpecker finch. Since

the whole business of how this species of finch came to use a tool,

how this2behavior developed, and the role that learning played is
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still a scientific mystery, the junior high viewer is brought right

to the front of current scientific endeavor.

Very little is known as to whether showing creative actions

promotes creative thinking in the viewer. Also the question of

whether creative children retain their creative qualities as they

grow up is of interest.

Among the many other unsolved and even undefined problems

connected with producing creative materials is that the producers

don't know the cues that are important to the student for learn-

ing. Seveial researchers have demonstrated that the concept of .

giving the student guided planned experiences in creative thinking

can be translated iato*instructional materials, but their talent

is not yet universal nor the procedure definable.

Robert Mager (Taylor, 1966, p. 32) has devised a capsule

where the learner has coMplete control of environment and informa-

tion flow. He found that, when a person asks for information, he

will want to know something and.so it will come in by television.

But about the time that the transmitter supplying the information

is about to make its point, the person will turn the television

off because he has the information or he has the cues that have

t_iggered off some thought.

Mager's point is that creative behavior can only be stirred

if the learner has sonic kind of control over the media, i.e., a

high degree of attainment management is possible with one medium,

and the student himself makes the presentation decisions. In-

structional -media devices, such as a rich sensory input which p-ro-

vides the necessary encoding form of presentation, set the stage

for the student fo make decisions as to what additional information

i

1

I

I

i

I

75
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he needs or what subsequent acts he may perform. A suitably rich

source of input may set the stage for the creative act to follow.'

Williams in Taylor (1966) gives a three.:dimensional model

for viewing the arrangement or manipulation of information trans-

mitted via audio and/or visual stimuli for the purpose of evoking

creative behavior. The first dimension takes into account the

complexity of research on creativity and 5s focused primarily on

the following six variables:

1. the product created

2. the process of creating

3. the personality of the creator

4. the tasks chosen for attacking or assessing creativity

5. the environment or favorable climate in which creation

occurs

6. the training techniques for developing.or releasing all

of the intellectual and nonintellectural abilities that

manifest creativity

A second dimension involves the content which instructional

media need to reveal when designed or used for developing creative

abilities. This content takes three forms: human forms, other

life forms, and universal structure..

The first form reveals human forms of man creating in the

way his body works, his mind functions, or how his society develops:

This might involve content on the lives of highly creative people

or the output of highly creative societies or groups of people in

the processes of creation.
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i second type of content'for designing media devices is that

of revealing other life forms such as plants and animals. This

could reveal the birth and growth of species or events relating to

creation in nature.
1

A third form of content deals with how the universe works.

Here, instructional media could be designed around laboratory ex-

periments, models, charts, or schematics revealing the physical

or chemical operations of universal phenomena.

A third dimension of the model deals with methods for pre-

senting input information as an aid in the creative teaching pro-.

cess. This dimension deals with three methods of programing in-

formation for creative attack. One method may be through present-

ing rich sensory inputs by which the student is given vicarious

knowledge and experience consisting of a multitude of events sup-

plemental to the curriculum. -Another method may be inputs de-.

signed and used merely for enrichment-1. These could be presented

as extra-curricular materials to embellish the life experience of

the student. A third method has to do with presenting materials

as dramatizing events with which the student can closely identify

in the act of creation.

Williams continues by presenting a conceptual model concern=-

ing the design of new media ar the teacher's use of existing media

for evoking creativity. The model's block diagram is shown in Fig

ure 8 on the next page. A fundamental problem in any instructional'

system is that the programer and receiver must use the same alpha-

bet. By alphabet it is meant the whole range of signs, symbols,

and inferences which are present at the student system interface.

System design must add new alphabet entries to the student-renert-

oire before they are used in context.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1
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Induced
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Taylor (1966)

Figure 8 .Information transmission system for evoking creativity

through the design or use of instructional media
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Williams also suggests that further research is needed on the

subject of redundancy inclusion to minimize the effects of a noisy

channel. It is not known, for example, whether redundant cues

should be presented simultaneously or whether they should be se-

quentially spaced so that the receiver need only to attend one

at a time in order to decrease a loss resulting from interference.

Williams closes with a list of 112 tenable ideas for use by

media producers or teachers and a list of 38 research questions

concerning media and creativity.

Another recent project designed to excite creative abilities.

is Project Fine Arts which is currently being implemented at Taylor

Allerdice High School in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. This United

States Office of Education Project using materials developed at

Carnegie. Mellon University is given to the top 15 percent of the

class. It was determined that this student population required

only 4 days a week to learn the required academic material. The

schedule was then rearranged to allOw one period a day fcr enrich-

ment activities. In Project Fine Arts, experience is offered in

three fine arts areas, visual-tactile, oral, and kinetic. The

class leadership was trained to pick up isolated occurrences of

artistic behavior and lead them into finished art work. All of

the emphasis is on active participation. Judged from the leaders,

enthusiasm, and the observable art work produced, this course is

a success. A syllabus of the Project Fine Arts Course is avail-

able from Carnegie Mellon University.

Alfred Binet (Taylor, 1966, p. 149) has perhaps the last word

on the creativity theme. He maintained that .almost all children

begin school wit} highly developed skills in learning by experimen-
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ting, manipulating objects, __arranging them, and combining them

in different ways. It was his contention that education should

be grafted on these highly learning skills rather than suddenly

abandoning learning in these ways for learning in ways strange

to the child. Most characteristics thought necessary for genuine

creative activity are not especially honored by our society--good

guesser, intellectual courage, emotional sensitive individual,

the sensitive thinker, the regressive person, visionary, person

unwilling to accept things on mere say-so. Activities which have

come to be rewarded include courtesy, promptness; obedience, pop-

ularity, peer approval, and willingness to accept authoritative

judgment, and these cannot be said to favor creativity.

The last topic in media research to be reviewed is applied

media experiments.

The Health, Education and Welfare study, Research in In-

structional Television and Film (Reid MacLennan, 1967),,con-

r.

tains abstracts of 350 experiments in media usage. The studies',
-t

are classes in eight categories.

1. comparisons of televised with direct or face-to-face

instruction.

2. comparisons of filmed or kinescoped.courses with direct

instruction

3. studies of other uses of television for instruction

4. studies of other applications of films for instruction

5. studies of attitudes related to instructional televi-

sion
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6. studies of attitudes related to instructional films

7.. studies of effects of production variables in in-

structional television programs

8. studies of effects of production variables in films

About 90 percent of these studies showed no significant dif-

ference, and the balance showed no exciting results. Various

reasons have been suggested for this lack of positive results.

Some are critical of the measuring instrwients, others the test-

ing style, and others with the comparisons of complexes of vari-

ables some of which may have cancelled each other.

A different kind of hypothesis supposes that a "law of com-

pensatory effort" may be operating in the learning situation.

This law asserts that students have certain levels of aspiration

and that they strive for a particular grade. If the instruction

is improved in a course,whichis the subject of an experiment,

many students will put less effort into that course and will work

harder in other courses which are not being taught as well and

where more effort is needed to achieve the desired grade.

Guides to fruitful lines of research are suggested including a

reference to work by Siegel at Miami University (Greenhill, 1967).

His results indicate that multivariate experime)tts where reinforcing

effects among large numbers of variables are allowed have been very

productive. No further qualification of these results is given.

Two of these studies picked at random illustrate the diffi-

culty of operating without a presentation design. Abstract 143

(Jacobs, Bollenbacher, & Keiffer, 1961) is titled "Teaching seventh-

grade mathematics by television to homogeneously grouped below-

.averag_e_students". The problem as stated is to determine intrinsic

1

1
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effectiveness of television as a means of instruction. Six

classes were taught mathematics by television and six other

classes were taught.mathematics 'by face to face instruction.

No mention is made of the design of the instructional design

or style; therefore, it must be presumed that the authors did

not think this to be a significant variable.

Their conclusions are rather definite, however,

Television instruction is equally ef-

fective to face-to-face teaching in-

struction in teaching computational

skills to below-average students.

Television instruction tends to be

superior to face-to-face instruc-

tion for teaching.problem solving

and concepts fo the same group...

This abstract is typical in that a problem is stated, the

statistics are quoted, and then a conclusion is invented. It would

be more critically satisfying to be able to study a plan of ma-

terial as presented by the two media forms, but none of the authors

think it important enough to mention.
.

In abstract 282 (Spencer, 1963) the presentation designs for two

media channels are mentioned, but they are too different to be

statistically compared. The study is entitled "Comparison of tel-

evised with teaching machine and televised with instructor pre-

sentation of English grammar."

Presentation designs are stated in this manner.

The grammar classes were supplementry

to the basic English course and met
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twice a week. TeleviSion students res-

ponded to each question as it appeared

.on the screen and were instructed to

check their answer with that on the

screen; Each frame lasted'about 30-

seconds. The face-to-face. group

covered the same topics, but the lec-

turer was free to teach as he wished.

No significant difference was the conclusion for all groups,

although it was noted that students in the face-to-face group had

more positive attitudes toward their method of instruction than

did students in the television group.

A comparison of two designs to solve a common problem is not

. without precedent or value'. For example, pencils, fountain pens,

and ball-point peAs solve the problem of making marks on paper.

However, in this case, care is taken to judge only that marks are

made on the paper and not to judge the literary or artistic qual-

ity of those marks. In the educational case, television instruc-
.....:/

tion and facet-to-face instruction were botn successful in getting

students to attend the classes and take the required tests, but

no comparison should be made regarding behavioral changes occur-

ring in the students as a result of such media exposure.

Numerous media research efforts are reported in the educa-

tional and psychological journals. One such study in The

Journal of Educational Research (Warner, 1968) examined the

'effects of first-grade reading instruction with and without the

use of a Language Master machine. The conclusions stated that

for first graders in the initial phase of reading instruction,
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prompting and reinforcing may be mord%effective when provided by

the teacher than by a mechanical device. The'presentation de-

sign in this experiment was differerit foi the two media choices,

and no mention was made of the use of behavioral engineering

techniques. The statistics showed large sUndard deviations in

both the experimental and control groups.

Another study being conducted by the University of California

at Los Angeles-Center for the Study of Evaluation of Instructional

Programs is directed toward discovering.what characteristics in

selection and organizatiori of the curriculum and the structuring -

of the teacher behavior have important effects on a child's learn-

ing. For a first step'in this investigation,.they are concerned

with the question; Now can the educational situation be arranged

in such a way that a child, organizes his memory so that he remembers

the material and recalls.what-he needs' when he needs it. Present

work is being done on memory organizing 'strategies, both for long-

term and short-term memory. (Automated Education Letter, 1968)

A very complete study by Schramm (1961), Television in the

Lives of Our Children, tries to explain how television is used by

children and what television has replaced in children's lives. As

to the power of television, Schramm'states:

In the decade of the 1950's, television came to

dominate the nonsleep, nonschool time of the

North American child. One-sixth of all the

child's waking hours, from the age of three

on, is now typically given over to the magic

picture tube. During the first sixteen years

of life, the typical..child now, spends, in
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total, at least as much time with televison as

in school. Television is probably the greatest

source of common experience in the lives of

children, and, along with the home and the

school, it has come to play a major part in

socializing the child.

If any of us were now compelled to find two

or three hours every day for a new activity,

we should probably resent that requirement

as an intolerable intrusion on our scheduled

lives. It would require us to make profound

and far-reaching changes.' And this is pre-

cisely what television has done. It has come

as an interloper into lives which already

seemed full. It has.taken two or three hours

daily from children who previously gave it no

time at all.

Schramm details the development of a child's exposure to media

beginning with the bedtime story. He says that the pattern by which

a child is introduced to the media is one of increasing control over

the content. His first real control over the media occurs when he

is able to read. The final step is whin he masters the process of

selection -- knowing where to find what he wants in the available

media. The complete process takes about 10 years.

Since a child is introduced to televison almost wholly as

.fantasy and as an audio-visual experience in his most pliable and

impressionable years, it is difficult to think of educational tele-

vision as a proper use of the mbdium. And similarly the printed

medium assumes an air of propriety for educational use through early
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association at school and church school. Various predictors of

a child's televison taste are discussed: age, .ex, mental ability,

and family.

Concerning value judgments about'children's use of television,

Schramm says:

Children may learn goc.:4 manners or bad gram-

Mar without ever seeking it from television.

They may learn how to decorate a room or how

to.burglarize a home. What they learn, and

the use they make of it, depend on the child

as well as on the program.

The point is that children do not typically go

to television to leam. They more often go to

televison to escape bo,edom or forget their

problems.

The book's scope and statistics are too broad to be discussed

further here. Since this work was a study of existing pattern

rather than an experiment with the medium, the presentation designs

which were responsible for children.'s current television behavior

were evolved as a business matter rather than for educational pur-

poses. That they have succeeded in business may be a result of

presentation, novelty of the medium, or just changing times. It

will be interesting in the next decade to see if education can make

.as effective an impact using the television medium.

A paper by Jack Phillips in Education Technology suggests

three drawbacks of this age of speaalization that can be overcome

by modern media techniques: the need to educate large numbers

of students, the need for students to progress at their own rate,



and the need to make certain that the instructional staff keep up

with the latest findings in their disciplines.

This can only happen if complete, consistent instructional

programs which include media selection based on realistic models

are sold intact to schools or administered for them. Teachers

and individual schools cannot institute dramatic educational

change. Hirsch (1967) says that "the classroom teacher is not

an independent professional, much inspirational literature to

the contrary notwithstanding. He is instead, one member of the

staff of a stable institution. His behavior reflects his posi-

tion."

Several attacks on the corporate development of educational

Programs have also been published. One of the articles is by

Dr. Stiles in.The Journal of Educational Research and contains

this admonishment of the big business systems approach,

The business controlled and directed sys-

tems approach, while it promises certain

improvements, leaves much to be desired.

The classroom teacher will still be at

the mercy of Competitive commercial de-

velopments. Instead of waiting for

some company to produce a better text-

book for.a particular kind of learner,

the teacher will be hoping for a better

system to be marketed... The key-clues-

tion concerning the systems approach

in education is: Whose system will-it

be?
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The key to Dr. Stiles' dilemma and other similar commentaries

is perhaps the establishment of a continuing dialogue between in-
._...

dustry and educator so that systems are prepared by the educator

so that systems are prepared by the educator for their own use in-

stead of being offered over the industrial marketing counter.

However, it is industry which uses 90 percent of the product

of the educator's factory, and so it is imperative that the voices

of industry be heard:

. As a finale to this section on current media research, a
.

slightly psychedelic admonishment from Charney in Psychology Today

seems appropriate.

Sight and sound. The Electric Circus. The

mantra of the Maharishi. The message of

Marshall McLuhan. The Beatles. The beat.

This is the turned-on, tuned-in, audio-

visual world of today's youth...

And we're trying to compete with all this

in e'ucation by selling the same old text-

books to our students... Education is not

where the action is. Advertising movies,

TV, magazines - the modern media have res-

ponded to the Now. God knows; the content

of our education programs, our textbooks,

our approach, are all bad enough. But

the easiest thing to repair is fork. It

doesn't take too much creativity to change

form.
.

"P.
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The technology is here. The ability. The

capacity... Our textbooks are about as in-

novative as the green blackboard. No glare.

No glaring success...

Content is first and foremost. But repair-

ing that is a real education process educa-

ting the teachers, the publishers, the educa-

tors. But form. Why that's easy. That's

technology. We're good at that. Except in

our schools. Just think, in the past 20 years

almost every public school has switched over

to the green blackboard.

8. Continuing Media Research

It would be comforting to think that the engineering model
proposed in this report would appear immediately in operational
educational systems and revive the ed' bizz'.

However, the model proposed here is neither sacred nor suf-
ficient.

An initial look at the dimensions of.media produced a chart
containing over 100 dimensional candidates organizable into small

numf-gof-eneric dimensions only with great latitude in the

meaning assigned togeneric headings. Many of the dimensions

were concerned with general learning theory and threatened to

broaden the media selection model beyond hope of a practical solu-
tiOn.

The present five dimensions of presentation design are a good
first attempt to structure presentation in terms meaningful to the

behavioral engineer. Of course, the underlying philosophy in

IP
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these dimensions and the whole'model is that behavior engineering

is a practical solution to the needs.of education. Overt'con-

siderations of behavior engineering are foreign to present educa-

tional practice, but Homme, and others feel that an acknowledge-

ment of the efficacy of behavioral engineering and its dedicated

practice in the schools will solve-most of the educators' problems.

Presentation engineering was discussed in terms of five empiri-

cal dimensions. A continuation into procedures for selecting pre-

sentation form must be made. Any real situation will also be fin-

ally judged in the marketplace where cost, equipment, transition,.

and completeness will be prime variables. Much work'is needed to

devise and measure alternate systems which will be responsive to

the demands of the market. The creation of demand for a fixed pro-

duct is another strategy which the diversity of educators' interests,
1

goals and experience and their autonimity seems to preclude.

Media limitations is another research area which will ulti-

mately produce media selection criteria together with behavioral

change expectancy figures.

If media preferences really exist and if learning rates of

individuals are sensitive to media choice, then some measurable

student attributes must be defined which will provide media sel-

ection guides. It would be optimal to be able to derive curves

for expected behavioral change versus media selection on a real-

time basis for each student, and so provide material to achieve

highest expected gain.

A more practical solution may be to research thoroughly the

techniques of behavioral engineering of the student so that a
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reasonable (but possibly not optimal) gain is achieved with a

practical media multiplicity. Not enough is yet known about

media cues which promote media preference to engineer the pre-

sentation over several media devices. The domain of presenta-

tional and media cues must he explored in depth.

Finally, the complexities of creating and maintaining an

operational system must be sorted out. The job of educating

will be only half done when a system is on the store shelf.

Success will be largely a function of administering a smooth

operating system that works in the field, cranking out the

required student goals as was predicted on piper.
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